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Ref. No. BPSMV/ENT/2024-1563  dated: 12.06.2024 

NOTICE 

RECRUITMENT FOR THE POST OF CONTROLLER OF 

EXAMINATIONS, Advt. No. 201/2023 

 

 This is for the information of all the concerned that during 
scrutiny/screening of the applications received for the post of Controller of 

Examinations against advt. no. 201/2023, the following 

discrepancies/deficiencies mentioned against respective candidate have been 
noticed:- 

Sr. 

No. 

Application 

Form No 
Applicant Name Discrepancies/Deficiencies 

1 
240200554 PAWAN 

KUMAR 

* Experience Certificate for the post of Manager indicating equivalency with the post 

of Deputy Registrar. 

2 
240200808 MAHENDER 

KUMAR 
* Not eligible being TGT experience only. 

3 
240201243 

PRANAB 

KUMAR 
SARKAR 

* Eligible 

4 
240201348 

RAJIV * NoC from the current employer is required as the candidate's age is above 50 years 

5 
240201366 ASHWANI 

KUMAR 
* Not Eligible due to lack of required experience. 

6 
240201413 MANPREET 

KAUR 
* Not eligible, doesn't has any teaching/administrative experience 

7 
240201845 MANOJ 

KUMAR 

* Experience certificate indicating Pay Scales is required. 

* Experience certificate of service rendered as Registrar is required. 

8 
240202363 

RUPESH 

KUMAR 

JINDAL 

* Experience certificate for the post of DR (Acad & Exam.) indicating pay scale is 

required. 

*  Pay Scale not mentioned in experience certificate issued by Meerut Inst of Engg. & 

Technology 

9 
240202499 

AJAY KUMAR * Not Eligible due to lack of required experience. 

10 
240202723 NARENDER 

HOODA 

* NoC from current employer i.e. NIFTEM, Kundli & parent University i.e. 

DCRUST, Murthal is required. 
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11 
240203174 VIPUL 

YADAV 

* Experience certificate for the service rendered at CT University, Ludhiana 

(indicating pay scale) is required. 

12 
240203260 RAVINDER 

KUMAR 
* Experience certificate of educational administration (if any) is required. 

13 
240203702 

SATENDER 

* Experience certificate bearing reference No. 0031/DEC/13 dated 31.01.2013 shows 

pay scale as 15600-39000+6000AGP, whereas gross paid salary is being shown as 

Rs. 21,600/-p.m. to provide proof of salary paid in the pay scale containing AGP 

6000. 

14 
240203763 

PRIYANKA * Not Eligible due to lack of required experience. 

15 
240203846 PARDEEP 

KUMAR 
* Not Eligible due to lack of required experience. 

16 
240203940 UMESH 

BHARDWAJ 

* Experience certificate (indicating pay scale) for the post of registrar is required.* 

Experience certificate (indicating pay scale) for the post of Deputy Director is 

required. 

17 
240204630 SHAMSHER 

SINGH 

* Experience certificate (indicating pay scale) for the posts held since regular 

appointment at Govt. PG College, Bhiwani. 

* NoC from the current employer is required as the candidate's age is above 50 years  

* Experience certificate of educational administration (if any) is required. 

18 
240204770 

PROMILA * Not Eligible due to lack of required experience. 

19 
240205746 SUNDEEP 

RATHEE 
* Experience certificate for the post of Manager HR & Adm. (indicating pay scale) 

for the service rendered at Indo Furnishers & Orient Craft Ltd. Is required 

20 
240206116 SUNIL 

KUMAR 
* NoC from the current employer is required. 

21 
240207004 MAHENDER 

KUMAR 

* Not Eligible due to lack of required experience. 

* Applied twice also at Sr. No. 02 

22 
240207119 DINESH 

KUMAR 
* Eligible 

23 
240208890 ANUBHA 

AGRAWAL 
* Not Eligible due to lack of required experience. 

24 
240210142 LALIT 

KUMAR 

* Experience certificate of educational administration (if any) is required. 

* NoC from the current employer is required. 
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25 
240210433 

ANIL KUMAR 

* Experience certificate of educational administration (if any) is required. 

* Experience certificate (indicating pay scale) for the post of Assistant Professor at 

SIASTE, Jhajjar is required. 

* NoC from the current employer is required. 

26 
240210652 

POOJA DEVI * Not Eligible due to lack of required experience. 

27 
240210852 

AMIT RANA 

* Experience certificate (indicating pay scale) for the service rendered in Indian 

Army since joining is required. 

* To provide the proof having served in the pay scale in the relevant post having pay 

scale of Deputy Registrar i.e. in the Grade pay of 7600/- as per 6th CPC (Level 12 in 

7th CPC) for 08 years. 

28 
240211971 VED 

PARKASH 
* Not Eligible due to lack of required experience. 

29 
240212190 RAJESH 

CHAUHAN 

* Experience certificate of educational administration (if any) is required. 

* Experience certificate (indicating pay scale) alongwith appointment letters are 
required. 

30 
240213994 

VINOD 
* Experience certificate (indicating pay scales) for the service rendered in Haryana 

Power Generation Corporation since joining is required. 

31 
240214547 ABHAY 

SINGH 

* NoC from the current employer is required as the candidate's age is above 50 years. 

* Experience certificate (indicating pay scales) for the service rendered since joining 

is required (alongwith appointment letters). 

32 
240214553 KHUSHMEET 

KUMAR 
* Experience certificate (indicating pay scales) for the service rendered  is required 

(alongwith appointment letters). 

33 
240214885 CHANCHAL 

BHARDWAJ 

* NoC from the current employer is required as the candidate's age is above 50 years. 

* Relevant proof are required  of the post of PO at Society for conscious overall to 

prove equivalency to the post of DR. 

* Whether the Society for conscious overall is educational Institute or not? 

34 
240215034 SANDEEP 

DAHIYA 

* Experience certificate of educational administration (if any) is required. 

* Experience certificate (indicating pay scale) for the post of Lecturer(Senior Scale) 
is required. 

35 
240215465 VIRENDER 

KHURANA 
* Experience certificate of educational administration (if any) is required. 

36 
240215526 AJAY 

SHARMA 

* Experience certificate (indicating pay scale) for the service rendered in SRM 

University is required. 

* Experience certificate of Dy. CoE is required. 
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37 
240215661 SURENDER 

KUMAR 

* Experience certificate (indicating pay scale) is required. 

* Experience certificate of educational administration (if any) is required. 

38 
240216427 

PHOGAT 

MAHESHKUM

AR 

RANBIRSING

H 

* Not Eligible due to lack of required experience. 

39 
240216538 VIJAY 

KUMAR 

* NoC from the current employer is required as the candidate's age is above 50 years. 

** Experience certificate of educational administration (if any) is required. 

* Experience certificates attached by the candidate are not legible/readable, hence the 

experience certificates are required. 

40 
240216731 BHUPENDER 

KUMAR 
* Not Eligible due to lack of required experience. 

41 
240217351 NARENDRA 

KUMAR 

* Experience certificate (indicating pay scale) for the service rendered at Doon 

Valley Institute of Engg. & Tech. is required. 

42 
240217407 

NAVEEN 

KUMAR 

SHARMA 

* Experience certificate (indicating pay scale) for the service rendered at BITS, 

Bhiwani is required. 

43 
240218064 PRAVEEN 

BHATT 
* Latest experience certificate (indicating pay scale) is required. 

 

 
 Thus, the candidates are requested to submit the requisite documents to 

consider their candidature for further recruitment process alongwith their 

objections/representations, if any through e-mail to Id: 
ent@bpswomenuniversity.ac.in upto 19th June, 2024. Documents/objections 

received after due date will not be entertained.  

 

Note: Candidates are advised to visit university website regularly for 

further updates. 

 

           REGISTRAR 
 

mailto:ent@bpswomenuniversity.ac.in

